word count: 198. Abstract 27 28 The principle and techniques applied in DNA extraction play a pivotal role in the obtention 29 of a considerable and purified yield of genetic material. In this work, we evaluate the 30 efficiency of seven protocols chosen from literature for the DNA extraction of Hypostomus 31 commersoni (Valenciennes, 1836), an important component of South American freshwater 32 ichthyofauna. We also proposed and evaluate an improved protocol, based on the 33 combination of variables from the selected methodologies that demonstrated higher 34 potential for extracting H. commersoni DNA. The quality of samples was assessed through 35 spectrophotometry, gel electrophoresis and PCR-RAPD amplification. The efficiency of 36 DNA extraction was influenced both by the method applied and target-tissue of choice. 37 Higher concentrations and yield of DNA were obtained from ocular tissue, with a positive 38 spectrum of incubation in lysis buffer for up to 36 hours after sample collection, without 39 maceration, using fresh tissues and in the presence of high concentration of Proteinase K. 40 In these conditions, samples were successfully amplified using a set of primers from 41 Operon Technologies. To date, there is no record of description for the parameters 42 analyzed in this work, neither the description of RAPD markers for H. commersoni, 43 evidencing the importance of our findings. 44 45 Key-words: DNA extraction; PCR-RAPD; eye tissue; fresh fish tissue; proteinase K.
50
Introduction different organisms [15] . Furthermore, the quality of isolated DNA through methods 77 described for other taxa, may present unsatisfactory results when applied to fish species 78 [2]. 79 H. commersoni (Valenciennes, 1836) , commonly known as suckermouth catfish, is 80 an important component of freshwater ichthyofauna, inhabiting the Paraná and Uruguay 81 basins, in South America [16, 17] . This taxon is marked by its ecological and commercial 82 relevance [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] , and, despite that, there is no record of description of well-succeed DNA 83 extraction protocol nor PCR-RAPD markers to date. 84 In this work, we evaluated seven protocols chosen from literature in the extraction 85 of genomic DNA of H. commersoni and, also, we propose an improved method, aiming to 86 obtain high quality and purified DNA samples of this specie. This study was approved by the CEUA (Ethics Committee for Animal Use) of URI 91 (Regional Integrated University). Written informed consent was obtained from the 92 regulatory organ.
94
Sample collection 95 Specimens of H. commersoni were subjected to euthanasia with 0.1% clove oil in 96 aquarium water, and the tissues selected for DNA extraction were removed and placed in a 97 sterile 2 mL eppendorf tube for subsequent analysis according to each protocol particular 98 necessity.
100

DNA Extraction
101
All DNA was extracted and quantified at the biochemistry and molecular biology 102 laboratory of URI (Regional Integrated University, Erechim-RS/Brazil).
104
Protocols and variables analyzed in the DNA extraction 105 Seven protocols from literature were selected for DNA extraction of H. commersoni, 106 whose methodologies had previously been described for fish species or whose parameters 107 were similar to those intended to be analyzed in this work, such as the same extraction 108 conditions and target tissues (Box 1). An eighth protocol, elaborated by the combination of 109 the variables that presented better potential to extract H. commersonii DNA in each of the 110 seven previously tested protocols, was proposed and evaluated too. 
159
Satisfactory purity values were considered to be ranging between 1.7-2.0. 
Results
182
DNA extraction method impacts DNA yield 183 Our work corroborated that even a method that uses in-house produced reagents instead of 184 commercial kits is capable to extract DNA with sufficient quality to be used in molecular different ways the extraction of DNA, as showed in Table 1 . 
Analysis of DNA integrity in electrophoresis gel
DNA extraction method influences PCR-RAPD amplification 264
All samples were subject to PCR-RAPD analysis, but only the ones extracted with protocol 265 8 amplified with the selected primers. Of the 34 primers tested, 9 amplified the DNA of the 266 evaluated specie in the concentrations of 40 and 20 ng/µl and were described in this work.
267
These markers present potential to be used in studies evaluating the genetic structure of 268 ocular tissue samples of H. commersoni through PCR-RAPD markers.
269
The score of bands varied between the amplifications using different concentrations 270 of DNA (Table 4 ). The concentration of 20 ng/μl generated the major count of fragments, 271 followed by the concentration of 40 ng/μl. The concentration of 10 ng/μl of DNA did not 272 amplify with the primers OPW05, OPW06, OPW07, OPW08 and OPW09, and, therefore, 273 this concentration is the less indicated for use in the PCR-RAPD reaction with this set of 274 primers and specie, according to our findings. The relevance in evaluating different protocols for DNA extraction and the description of 280 an efficient method for the specie H. commersoni is justified by the fact that obtaining high During the test period, all the steps that presented promising results regarding the 296 primary objective of our study were selected, aiming to group them into a single protocol, 297 considered the "ideal" for the H. commersoni species. In this way, it is possible to discuss 298 some of the characteristics that presented better efficiency in terms of quantity and quality 299 of isolated DNA.
300
The use of liquid nitrogen for tissue maceration in DNA isolation, especially in 301 solid tissues, is a method described as efficient according to several findings [35] . 302 However, in this work, it has not been shown to be a factor influencing the quality or However, when the values were submitted to the absorbance ratio equation, it is evident 332 that the protocol proposed in this paper was the one that obtained the highest DNA purity 333 values in the samples.
334
The protocol that presented higher efficiency is a simple and economic method to 335 obtain DNA from H. commersoni, with the potential to be applied in other similar species.
336
Following the methodology described in our improved protocol, it was possible to submit 337 the samples to the amplification reaction, using primers for PCR-RAPD. The samples from 338 the other protocols were submitted to the same analysis, but without success.
339
Under optimal conditions, a single cell contains broadly DNA to serve as a template 
